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ON SOME CONSTRUCTIONS OF BISEMILATTICES
The aim of this note is to present two construction methods of bisemilattices that on the one hand allow to compose a new bisemilattice from the family of bisecilattices indexed by a set with a bisemilattice structure, and on the other hand to reconstruct a bisemilattice B from an; quotient of it and its fibres. The both constructions have special meaning for bisemilattices having quotient and corresponding fibres in better known classes of bisemilattices, as for example lattices or semilattices considered as bisemilattices satisfying the identity x+y = xy. In particular bisemilattices in regular varieties have (in general non-trivial) semilattice quotient, bisemilattices in varieties containing a variety of lattices have a lattice quotient. In this way the described method of composition and reconstruction of bisemilattices provides a very usefull tool for describing a structure of the greater class of bisemilattioes, containing among others all better known classes of bisemilattices as bisemilattices with one distributive law [9] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [16] , [19] [19] ), on the other they give a vary good basis for structure theorems for blsemilattioes.
t, Preliminaries
A sea-lattice (S,*) is a commutative idempotent semigroup. Such e structure yields e partial order £ . on the set S on setting X&.y iff x*y « x. A semilattice with such a partial order is called a meet-semilattice. Similarly, given a semilattice (S,+), one uay consider the partial oder£ + given by x£+y iff x+y »' y. A semilattice with the partial order taken in this way is called a join-semllattico.
A set S with t«? semilattice operations + and * is called a bisemilattice. One regards (S,*) as a meet-semilattice (and reidrs to • as "meet") and (S,+) as a join-sarailattiee (+ is the "join"). Examples are furnished by lattices with the usual meet and join operations (for which the two partial orders g . and coincide with the usual order relation £), and the bisemilattices ) obtained from semilattices (S,*) by taking the same underlying set S with the semilattice operation considered twice, once as meet and once as join. One of the major classes of bisemilattioes is that of the so-called meet-distributive bisemilattices, in which the meet operation • distributes over the join operation +:
(1.1)
x(y+z) = xy + ».
(In bisemilattice words written without parentheses, it is understood that the meet operations ere to be carried out before the joins). Aa examples one has distributive lattices and the bisemilatticee (S,*,*) obtained from semilattices (S,*) (since semilatticee are self-distributive 2. The first construction Let (J,*) be a (meet-) semilattice. For a (meet-) semilattice (S,*) let SI denote the set of all order ideals (or initial subsemilattices) of (S,*) i.e. the subsets of S that contain with eaoh element s all element of S lying below a. For each je J, let a (meet-) semilattice (Sj,*) be specified, and for each pair (i,j) of elements of J such that j<.i, a mapping «p^sSjI S^I. Moreover, for i,j,k e J, I^e Sjl, Lj « Sjl, let' Now writing +, and f instead of . and • , respectively, in the definition of the sum and Theorem 2.5, one obtains a dual form of the construction and theorem about join-semilattices. As a biaemilattice is an algebra with a meet-and a join» -seoilattice structure one gets a composition and a decomposition method for biseoilatticas by combining above described composition and decomposition of meet-and join-semilattices. More exactly, let (Jt+,*) be a biaemilattice and let for eaoh A.. tiomanowska j e J, a bisemilattice (Bbe specified. Let B be a dis-J joint sum of the underlying sets B^, j e J, If (B t +) is the sum of (join-) semilattices (Bj,+) over the semil»ttice (J,+) and (B, •) is the sum of (meet-) semilattices (B^,•J over the semilattice (J,*), then (B t +,*), is said to be the (first) sua of the bisemilattices (B^ ,+ t * ) t j e J, over the biaemilattlce (ii) Let (B,+ r >) be a bisemilattice (J,+,*) of bisemilattices (Bj,+,•), j eJ. Then (B,+,*) is the sum of (B^,+ f »)'s over (J,+,*).
If all meet-semilattice homomorphisms ^ and join-semilattioe homomorphisms, say ^ til ® definition of the SUB of bisemilattices over a semilattice, map principal order ideals and principal dual order ideals to principal ones, respectively, then they induce natural semilattice homomorphisms j sB i B n froDl int0 and v k,l ,B k B 1 froB (B k ,+) into thereby obtaining the sum of bisemilattices (B.,+,•), j t J, over a semilattice (J f +,*) as defined in [15] .
If one assumes that all bisemilattices in the definition of the sum are lattices, the mappings cp^ ^ and ^ ^ 876 oeet--homomorphisms, and join-homomorphisms respectively, and the conditions of functoriality fj.k s <Pi,k for fl.a " V Then the algebra (S,*) ia oallad the (second) sum of aemilatticee (Sj,*)« j e J t over a aeal^attloaa (J,*). Now by Theorem III.7.2 in [11], Theorem 2.5 holds also for this (second) type of stuns of (meet-) semilattices. Moreover each extension (B^,*) of (Sj»*) needed in the part (ii) can be chosen to be minimal and equal to y*) for i.Sj. Now the sum of join--semilattiaes over a join-semilattice is defined dually, and the sum of biseeilattices over a bisemilattices is defined i as in section 2. Corollary 2.6 holds also in this case. If the condition of Theorem 2.2 in [15] is satisfied the second sum coincides with the sum of bisemilattioes over a blsemilattice given in [15] . In this case extensions (Ej**) coincides with, semilattices (S^,*). In [15]» this oase of the sums is investigated and many examples of decompositions of meet--distributive bisemilattices are provided.
Concluding remarks
At first note that each bisemilattice (B,+,*) being a bisemilattice (J,+,*) of bisemilattices (Bj«+»*) t j £ J, can be reconstructed by means of both sums from (Bj,+,*) and (J,+,*). Although the results presented here are simple they provide a very useful method of composition and decomposition of bisemilattices, and in this way they give a good basis for structure theorems for bisemilattices in very many varieties as for example: in these mentioned in the introduction. From this point of view, regular varieties i.e. varieties defined by regular identities (having sets of variables on both sides equal) are of special interests. Each bisemilattice in a regular variety has an (in general non-trivial) semilattice replioa (see [8] ), (in fact replica in the variety of bisemilattioes satisfying x+y = x*y, that can be identified with semilattices). So each regular biaemilattioe can be reconstructed by means of both constructions from section 2 and 3 from its semilattice replica and suitable subblseailattices. In some ca- 
